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WELCOME
Welcome to the 2019 Government edition of Canvas, the insights
update from Saxton Bampfylde and our global partners.
Our aim is to share interesting thoughts and perspectives on
topics and issues that are relevant and current in your sector.
We welcome any thoughts or comments you would like to share.
We hope you enjoy this edition.
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“I am not afraid of storms, for I’m learning
how to sail my ship”, states one of Louisa
May Alcott’s Little Women in her semiautobiographical classic novel. And indeed,
learning to navigate through the political and
economic winds that are buffeting the UK’s
public sector organisations has never been
more important.
Instability seems to be the order of the day,
and the sector’s leaders face ever-growing
challenges to deliver stability of public service.
They must think more creatively and prove
more resilient than ever before at a critical
juncture during which all eyes are on the UK
Government.
Through this edition of CANVAS, we explore
the often complex balancing act that leaders
need to master as they work to maintain

their commitment to strategy alongside good
governance and a need to adopt innovative
solutions. We were delighted to have the
opportunity to speak to Graham Farrant in
his final weeks as Chief Executive of HM Land
Registry as he prepared for a move back
to local government to head up the newly
combined Bournemouth, Christchurch and
Poole (BCP) Council.
As she steps into her second term as Chair
of the Environment Agency, we are also
fortunate to be able to include the thoughts
of Emma Howard-Boyd. Emma talks about
her passion for diversity and inclusion,
and discusses her hopes for the future of
sustainable finance as she takes on the
challenging role of UK Commissioner to the
Global Commission on Adaptation. C

“The sector’s
leaders must think
more creatively
and prove more
resilient than ever
before.”
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EYES ON THE HORIZON - Interview with Graham Farrant

We spoke to Graham Farrant as he approached a crossroads in his
career: leaving HM Land Registry to take on a new role heading up the
newly combined Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole (BCP) Council.
He reflected on the successes of his exceptionally varied career to date
and laid out his hopes for the future.

“We’re really
trying to
encourage
innovative
thinking.”
registry for speed, simplicity and an open
approach to data.

registration, works. We’ve introduced the
digital mortgage, for example.

What I really wanted to do was to build these
into the strategy to give everybody confidence
about why we existed, what we were here
to do, what the core job was but also to give
them something to aspire to. We wanted
people to think about how we could achieve
our goal of being the world’s leading registry:
how do we move towards automation and
new technology, how do we develop skills
in people?

At the moment you have to spend a lot of
time printing off forms, signing them in the
presence of a witness, sending them back
and so on. A digital mortgage lets you prove
your identity online using the Government’s
‘Verify’ service. This is only currently available
to people looking to remortgage properties,
but our target is to automate 95 per cent of
what we do in the next five years. I really feel
that we’ve broken the back of this and that is a
huge step forward.

For me, it really was all about giving
confidence, both to the organisation and to
other government partners and external
stakeholders.

A

s you come to the end of your
time as Chief Executive of HM
Land Registry, what would
you describe as your greatest
achievements?
To put my role into context, when I arrived I
was the fifth Chief Executive at Land Registry
in five years. We’d also had about four
Directors of Finance, four Directors of HR, and
three or four Directors of Customer Service,
so I suppose there had been a lot of churn at
the top.
There was a bit of a separation between the
workforce, who knew what they were there to
do, and the board. At the time, we were also
consulting on potential privatisation. I had to
bring all that together, and make sure that the
workforce felt confident in knowing that the
board understood what they did.
The biggest thing we did collectively when I
came in as Chief Executive was to conduct
a strategic review of the organisation and
produce a new strategy, which was published
in November 2017. This let us set out a really
clear five-year strategy that says we have
the ambition to be the world’s leading land

You have driven forward the
organisation’s integration of technology
into the way it works. What has been
the impact of this, and did you come up
against any particular challenges along
the way?
When I joined Land Registry, the average
length of service amongst the organisation’s
caseworkers was 23 years. I reintroduced
long-service awards, and in the last year
alone I’ve signed 160 40-year certificates
and three 50-year certificates. Out of 5,000
staff, over 150 of them have done more
than 40 years’ service. That workforce
absolutely understands Land Registry and its
importance.

At the moment, we’re prototyping a new
casework system which allows a conveyancer
to enter details online, rather than the current
system where they must fill in a form which we
then type in. There’s a real opportunity here
because at the heart of what our caseworkers
believe in is always enhancing the integrity of
the register. It’s been embraced really quickly
because we can demonstrate the benefits it
has for the register. Land Registry has been
operating since 1862, and every step we have
taken since then has been to improve the
integrity of the register. In a time of cyber
fraud and digital crime, this has never been
more important.
In what is quite an old-fashioned industry,
which is desperately trying to modernise
across the board, we’re really trying to
encourage innovative thinking.

Our strategy had to show that government
is fully subscribed to our vision of the
organisation’s future and that the way in
which we planned to modernise and integrate
technology into the way we work would be
something everyone could sign up to.

Can you tell us about the cultural
changes you witnessed at Land Registry
during this period of transformation?
What steps have you taken to ensure
that lines of communication across the
organisation were maintained during
this time?

Conveyancing, on the whole, is not the most
modern process. Over the last three or
four years, we’ve dedicated a lot of time to
working with stakeholders such as solicitors
and conveyancers to collectively improve the
way that conveyancing, and particularly land

The biggest thing that people have
commented on since I announced that I’m
leaving is the fact that we have a very open
communications culture now internally. I write
a weekly blog about what’s been happening
in my world, and everybody is encouraged to
CANVAS
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Against the backdrop of a fragile
political environment, how have you
ensured that you continue to provide a
stable service to your stakeholders?
It’s been a really interesting challenge. The
primary way in which we’ve tried to ensure
we’re delivering a stable service is by getting
cross-government support for our strategy.
You do have to be incredibly resilient and
determined. The political noises most often
don’t actually change the fundamentals. I
think my job as Chief Executive has partly
been to protect the organisation from the ‘icy
blasts’ that you get, and make sure that the
organisation maintains clarity over what you
have to do.
We are a non-ministerial department because
you obviously can’t have ministers getting
involved in individual land registration
decisions, so actually that gives us that bit of
stability. Regardless of the political climate,
there will be conveyancing going on, which
we will have to register. The property market
is still one of the fundamentals in the UK’s
economy, and we have to do our job to
support that economy.

comment on that blog. Interestingly, we get
quite a lot of technical discussions coming
out of that blog, but we also get to hear about
the things the workforce doesn’t like! It’s been
a real eye-opener internally I think. We’re
constantly reviewing what’s coming through
and either I or a senior manager will reply
to each comment directly. We also have an
in-house newsletter that includes snippets of
news as well as technical updates.
I think the other difference that I have made,
which people have commented on, is that I
actually go out and visit the offices. We run
out of 14 locations across England and Wales
and I try to get to every office at least every
quarter or so, and I also monitor how often
the offices are visited by a director. When I
first arrived, a Chief Executive office visit was
accompanied by a heavy agenda, and the staff
were told what they could and couldn’t say.
What I do now is to invite 20-25 people to an
open meeting, I have a sit-down meeting with
the senior staff, and then I sit in the open plan
office for the remainder of the day. It’s taken
away the mystique and really cemented the
lines of communication. It’s really just about
being visible and has massively changed the
way the board is perceived I think.
In HM Land Registry’s Business Strategy
2017-2022, you set out a proposal for a
‘Model Office’ initiative to support the
implementation of technology across
the organisation. Do you think this is a
model that could be beneficial to other
organisations?
I think the application of a model like this
really depends on where you’re coming from
as an organisation. We’ve got 14 offices that
all do roughly the same thing and one of the
things we’ve found is that local practice often
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takes precedent. What we’re trying to do
through the ‘Model Office’ is to take the best
of the local practice and establish that this is
the best way to perform this function. It’s then
rolled out with some consistency across all
the offices.
I think what a retailer would do is set up a
model store and it would learn from that
store: we’ve tried to learn a lot from retail
techniques. For example, looking at an
administrative process, we would ask what the
best way of processing a discharge mortgage
is and ensure that everyone is doing it in the
best and most efficient way.
The other side of this is that people are always
developing new ways of doing things, and this
gives us a comprehensive way to capture that.
It’s been a really effective way of countering
the fact that our workforce is spread across
the country and isn’t necessarily able to learn
directly from one another in their day-to-day
roles.

“People are
always developing
new ways of
doing things, and
this gives us a
comprehensive
way to capture
that.”

It is a complex political environment, but I
think part of the job of the Chief Executive
is to create that simplicity and to establish
messages everyone can understand.

“The political
noises most often
don’t actually
change the
fundamentals.”
There’s rarely ever a perfect time to
move on. With that in mind, is there
any unfinished business for you at Land
Registry?
Tonnes! There are always new things you
can be doing in a role. For me, it’s particularly
about achieving that target of 95 per cent
automation.
As part of my move, I’m also moving house
which is always an interesting experience!
Ironically, my solicitor has just passed on
the form TR1 from Land Registry, and while
I’m going with an online conveyancer and
filling in all those forms online, the person I’m
buying from is giving me a hand-written form.
The whole process is capable of being done
online, we’re just not quite there yet.
During my time at Land Registry, I’ve created
the environment, we’ve taken the first steps,
the strategy is set and we’ve worked out how
we’re going to deliver that. Next time I buy
and sell a house I’d like to be able to do it
completely online and I think we’ve created
the opportunity to be able to do that.

EYES ON THE HORIZON - Interview with Graham Farrant

“The property
market is still
one of the
fundamentals in
the UK’s economy,
and we have to do
our job to support
that economy.”
Drawing on what you’ve learned in a
career spanning both public and private
sectors, what do you hope to achieve
in the first 100 days in your new role as
CEO of a brand new local authority?
In my first 100 days, I won’t actually be running
the new council, because the four existing
authorities will still be in place until March.
In the next 100 days after that, I will take on
all the functions of the four councils and the

councillors will then face elections on the 2nd
May. From there, the brand new council will
be elected: there will be 76 councillors’ seats
up for election to run the new organisation,
replacing the current figure of 125.

to the new. Then the priority will be to work
with the new councillors once they have
been elected, to establish how we’re going
to manage these services and continue to
achieve excellence.

So the first 100 days will be all about making
sure that the delivery of the new council is
in place, that the programme is done, all the
transfer arrangements are set up, and get as
far down the recruitment process as I can.
It’s all about giving people confidence that
this new organisation will work, and I really
do have to give credit to the work they’ve
been doing over the past 18 months or so: it’s
all well planned and well programmed. The
political leadership is clear and strong, and the
officers that are there currently are working
hard to deliver the change.

It’s an interesting challenge. It’s a fabulous
place to live, in a great environment with
a strong understandably popular visitor
economy, but there are real issues too: we’re
looking after people who have care needs
or who are suffering from deprivation or
receiving benefits, and the council has to
ensure their needs are met.

From the 1st April, my role is going to be
much more about ensuring continuity of
council-led services. You wouldn’t tolerate a
week where they didn’t collect the waste, for
example. I’ve got to make sure that children in
care still have a care plan, that adults receiving
social support still get the care they need.
The key thing for those first few weeks will be
maintaining continuity from the old systems

Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole has
a convention centre, it has an international
airport, the Bournemouth Symphony
Orchestra, two universities, Europe’s largest
natural harbour in Poole – all of which have
previously been under separate management.
The creation of this local authority gives us
an opportunity to paint a new picture for the
410,000 people who live locally: we want to
create a vision for a regional capital.

CANVAS
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“It’s a fabulous
place to live, in a
great environment
with a strong
understandably
popular visitor
economy.”
Moving into local government from a
non-ministerial department, what do
you think you will miss about leading in
this environment?
The thing that I have at the moment is the
national expertise amongst the team that I
lead. The people that really understand the
way that land is registered in this country
are the staff of Land Registry. I’ll also miss
the ability to operate at a national level with
government: that brings with it a scale and an
opportunity that isn’t necessarily present in
local government.
One of the frustrations about being in local
government is that you can do what you can
within your local area, but people’s lives aren’t
necessarily bounded by a local government
patch. They live or work in other areas. One
of my priorities is trying to get a faster train
service into central London from Poole,
Bournemouth and Christchurch, and while
I can lobby for that, it would be much more
effective joining together with authorities
in the other half of Dorset and those in
Hampshire and Southampton. Those regional
and sub-regional networks are one of the
things I’m particularly keen to create.

“People’s lives
aren’t necessarily
bounded by a
local government
patch.”
As you look to the future, what advice
would you give to those current and
future leaders coming into or rising
through the public sector?
You need to develop resilience and
determination. It’s all about developing
that ability to translate complex political
and strategic messages into something
simpler that can be communicated across
the organisation.
I worry that people get used to being buffeted
by changing politics, both local and national:
if you’re doing a job like this, there is a
fundamental reason why an organisation like
Land Registry exists. That would be one of my
biggest pieces of advice: you should look back
to why you’re there, why that organisation
exists, what is it there to do?
I like to see people pushing their roles. I
think there’s real value to people taking
on additional tasks outside of their role,
potentially in a voluntary capacity. Often
people don’t realise how transferrable their
skills are. They’ll believe that 80 per cent of
what they do is specialist and 20 per cent
transferrable, but I’d argue that it’s almost
certainly the other way around. I think it’s
really important to push your boundaries.
Some people prefer to do this within their
home life – they run societies or do amateur
dramatics or whatever it is that interests
them outside of the workplace – but I would
challenge people on where they are creating
space for this within their work life. Nobody
ever stops learning and I think we should all
be open to new experiences.
I’ve really enjoyed my time at Land Registry.
It’s probably the hardest job I’ve ever
had to leave, and that is because of the
determination, the knowledge and the way in
which the caseworkers work. But I do go on
to a new challenge, which I’m really looking
forward to! C
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GRAHAM FARRANT
BIOGRAPHY
Graham was Chief Executive of HM Land
Registry from June 2015-December 2018
during which time he developed a new
business strategy for the organisation,
increased staff engagement significantly
and set out to achieve 95% automation
of the services.
He was previously Chief Executive of
Thurrock Council, the London Borough
of Barking and Dagenham (twice) and
private sector leisure operator Leisure
Connection.
He is an experienced manager of
transformational change and has had a
long career working in and serving the
public sector.

“Nobody ever
stops learning and
I think we should
all be open to new
experiences.”
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KEEPING THE PLATES
SPINNING

BALANCING GOOD GOVERNANCE
WITH FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
Interview with Emma Howard-Boyd,
Chair of the Environment Agency
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KEEPING THE PLATES SPINNING - Interview with Emma Howard-Boyd

Emma Howard-Boyd reflects on the changing face of governance, both
in terms of the skills matrix and evolving attitudes to diversity. She shares
her hopes for the success of the Global Commission on Adaptation and
considers the implications the Commission might have for approaches to
sustainability, both at home and abroad.

S

ince you took on the role of
Chair at the Environment Agency,
what would you describe as your
greatest successes?

I’m delighted to have recently had my second
term as Chair of the Environment Agency
confirmed, which is a great pleasure given
all the uncertainty currently. It’s great to be
able to bring that aspect of certainty to the
organisation.
It’s difficult to really know where to start with
talking about what I would say my greatest
successes have been! The main thing to
emphasise I suppose is in terms really of
what the Environment Agency does: we’re
all about creating a better environment for
people, wildlife and the economy. If I think
back to when I was first asked to become
Chair, my aims at that point were all about
trying to stabilise the organisation following
the major flooding across the UK in 2015/16.
My priority was rebuilding trust both with the
public and our employees. At this point I think
it’s important to acknowledge that everything
I do is very much in partnership with the
executive. It’s a team effort, and it’s vital that
the Chair always works very closely with the
Chief Executive and their team. By working
together in partnership, I think we’ve very
much achieved that goal.
Also of huge importance during my time as
Chair has been the 25 Year Environment Plan
which was launched by the Prime Minister
at the start of last year. This has been a
really important step towards embedding
environmental issues into the heart of
government decision-making. It was an
ambitious document that has now been
followed up with an Environment Bill and we
have played a part in making sure that the
country is working hard to deliver on that
across the many agendas we work on.
I think I’ve also played an important role in
furthering the case for business investment
in climate adaptation and in making
communities across the country more
resilient to the risks of climate change.
You have shown real commitment to
diversity and inclusion during your
tenure as Chair so far. How have you
delivered on this important area, and
what has been the impact of it?
I have been part of the 30% Club’s work
on diversity more or less since the start of
that campaign ten years ago. Throughout

my time on the board of the Environment
Agency I’ve been one of the champions of
diversity, although I think it’s always really
important to differentiate between the roles
of the executive and non-executive teams.
My role has been to be a champion of and to
encourage the executive team to do the real
hard work in developing our diversity agenda.
Crucially, this hasn’t just been through a
gender lens, although that was an initial focus.
We publish pay gap data on average earnings
for differences in disability, race, religion
and belief and sexual orientation, as well as
gender. We’ve got a long way to go but I’m
confident that having high-quality data on the
drivers of pay gaps will help us improve action.
Target setting has been hugely important for
this. We have a very gender-balanced board
at the Environment Agency and while board
appointments are ultimately made by the
Secretary of State, I have been very focused
on making sure we are attracting diverse
candidates.
We now also have targets for our executive
recruitments across different levels. Given that
some of our staff are from quite specialised
professions, for example engineering, we have
set different targets for different disciplines.
We know that in disciplines like engineering
we are naturally starting from a lower base
level when it comes to diversity, so our targets
here are more around trying to encourage
more women to become engineers. We know
that in these cases you have to start really
early for the pool of engineers to be allowed
to grow to the point where we can recruit
from it.

“My role has
been to be a
champion of and
to encourage
the executive
team to do the
real hard work in
developing our
diversity agenda.”

“I’m confident
that having highquality data on
the drivers of pay
gaps will help us
improve action.”
Over the last couple of years, I’ve been
particularly proud of the work we’ve done
in partnership with the Down’s Syndrome
Association’s WorkFit programme. All four
of our National Laboratory Service labs now
provide permanent paid work opportunities
to people with Down’s syndrome, and on
the back of our success DEFRA is now also
partnering with the WorkFit programme.
Some of my colleagues were even invited
last year to speak at the United Nations
World Down’s Syndrome Day conference in
New York about the enormous benefits the
scheme has brought both to those we now
employ and to the organisation as a whole.
We always need to emphasise that we want
the best talent, but we simultaneously need
to make sure that our recruitment processes
are unbiased so that candidates covering
all aspects of diversity come through. That
means recognising some of the biases
without putting in positive discrimination,
whether that is as simple as looking at CVs
from a blind perspective.
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“We want the best
talent, but we
simultaneously
need to make
sure that our
recruitment
processes are
unbiased.”

Driving forward the organisation’s
digital agenda has been a key focus for
the EA in recent years. Has this posed
particular challenges in terms of the
organisation’s governance?
It’s so important when you’re looking at board
recruitment to make sure that you’re bringing
in as much experience as you can, across
a whole range of different issues. I think in
recent recruitment we haven’t necessarily
set out to find specific digital skills, but we’ve
been lucky enough to have found it within the
individuals now on the board.
I think that’s the real challenge you face in
wanting to build a board that is very much
focused on the future and driving forward
on an organisation’s agenda. If you target too
tightly the skills you believe will help you to
get there, you can end up with a very narrow
expertise. I’m always keen to make sure that
people are able to bring expertise drawn f
rom leadership roles elsewhere. If you get the
right person with a broad range of expertise,
there can often be unexpected benefits for
your organisation.
For example, one of our board members still
works in an executive capacity in the retail
sector and has brought with them knowledge
of a wealth of different applications for data
that can help in our understanding of both the
risks and opportunities that data can bring.
Above all else, I’m looking for my board
to have a good understanding of the very
best of the public, private and third sectors.
The Environment Agency is present across
the country and plays a pivotal role in
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engaging both with local government, other
government agencies, environmental NGOs
as well as the private sector. We need to
understand our work and have people who
can help with our strategic thinking from all
of those angles. The best leaders need to
have experience of how each of those sectors
come together to solve the big issues of today.

“Above all else,
I’m looking for
my board to
have a good
understanding of
the very best of
the public, private
and third sectors.”
How would you describe the role of
the Chair in supporting the executive
leadership team? What makes this
relationship successful?
It’s very much about striking a balance. You
have to have a clear understanding of your
respective roles as a Chair and an executive
and ensure that both parties have a firm
grasp of the boundaries between the two: it
needs to be something you’re able to have
a good discussion about. I think building a

KEEPING THE PLATES SPINNING - Interview with Emma Howard-Boyd

good, supportive relationship with your Chief
Executive, where you can have challenge
mixed with encouragement and constructive
support, is vital to getting this right. I’ve seen
so many examples in my career where that
relationship, if you’ve got it wrong, can lead to
all sorts of issues.
Nor can it be too cosy. I think there
needs to be a very mutual respect and
acknowledgement of boundaries. Being able
to work closely together but also able to
challenge is key to helping an organisation in
all aspects of what it’s dealing with.
I meet regularly with our Chief Executive and
also have regular updates with the rest of the
executive directors team and I feel that there’s
a real openness in terms of how we work
together, but it remains very respectful. At the
end of the day, it is the Chief Executive who
has the responsibility to actually deliver the
strategy of the Environment Agency.
You have 25 years’ experience working
in the private sector, latterly with a
focus on environmental sustainability
in finance. What drove your decision
to make the move from the private to
public sector when taking on a nonexecutive role?
I started taking on non-executive roles very
early in my career and was always encouraged
to do so. I do think that sitting on boards
– whether it’s charities, trade associations,
government commissions – is a really positive
additional development for an individual’s
career. I can’t remember a time when I wasn’t
involved in something else in addition to my
executive career, either from a board or an
advisory committee perspective.
Provided you can find the time to balance it
with your main executive role, I think this is
always something people should consider
taking on. There are so many different roles
that people can take on in the community,
being a school governor etc. that will give you
an insight into running an organisation that
will benefit you through your executive career.

“I can’t remember
a time when I
wasn’t involved
in something else
in addition to my
executive career.”

For me, the key to striking the balance is
finding something you’re passionate about
doing. I wouldn’t sit on a board just for the
sake of doing it: it has to make sense either
because it’s something you’re passionate
about or because there can be some sort
of mutual enhancement for your executive
career. It’s about being connected to the
real world. It can give you a very different
outlook on your work if you’re involved in
something related to the work you do but
with a different perspective.

“The key to
striking the
balance is finding
something you’re
passionate about
doing.”

What would be the most important
advice you would give to someone
looking to make a similar transition?
Are there particular considerations for
women keen to explore non-executive
opportunities in the public sector?
It’s important to get it right. It can take time
to get your first non-executive appointment,
which is why starting early and perhaps
building up from advisory boards or subcommittees can help develop that sense of
what it is to be a non-executive.
Again, it really does come back to making
sure it’s something you’re passionate about.
If the organisation goes through a period of
instability or crisis, you may well be required
to roll up your sleeves and put some more
time and effort into it. From that perspective,
it’s also important that you’ve understood the
time commitment and that you’re able to fulfil
your responsibilities not just during ‘business
as usual’ times, but also through periods
where the role might be more demanding.
Don’t give up on the executive role too soon.
There are skills and knowledge you can
absolutely bring to an executive role by sitting
on a board but think carefully about the right
time to ‘go plural’. You’ve got to recognise
that it does take time to build up a portfolio
of non-executive roles. I don’t think you just
suddenly think about retiring and go “here
we go!” and therefore the sooner you start
thinking about making sure your CV and
experience can be transformed into a boardready profile, the more effective you will be
once you choose to make the move.
Gender diversity is something that’s so close
to my heart, particularly as a result of my
work with the 30% Club, and I strongly believe
that boardrooms who limit themselves to
50 per cent of the available talent will always
fail to understand 100 per cent of their
customers. In the era of #MeToo, diversity
and inclusion also help businesses stay one
step ahead of competitors.
There’s a great role for women to play in
encouraging their peers, whether it’s going for
promotions as part of an executive career or

“In the era
of #MeToo,
diversity and
inclusion also help
businesses stay
one step ahead of
competitors.”
CANVAS
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EMMA HOWARD-BOYD
BIOGRAPHY

putting themselves forward for non-executive
roles. Often in my early career, my greatest
successes came because someone took me
aside and said, “I’ve just spotted this and think
you should go for it”.
I think we can all play a role in encouraging
both men and women to push themselves
and their careers. Don’t assume that
someone else will be thinking about a role
you might have seen, even if it seems like
the most obvious fit in the world to you. We
should be cheerleaders for other people and
help give them that confidence to put their
names forward.
Following your success as Chair of
the EA, you were appointed as the
UK’s Commissioner on the Global
Commission on Adaptation towards the
end of 2018. Can you tell us a bit about
the ambitions of the Commission and
the challenges and opportunities your
role might present?
One of the issues that I’m very focused on is
climate change, and I’ve spent a great deal of
time over my career thinking about that in the
context of business investment and how we
need to transition to a low-carbon economy.
This is particularly relevant in terms of things
like the Paris Agreement.
At the same time, we’ve also had warnings
from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) last October that say we have
less than 12 years to get on track otherwise
we are due to see an increased number of
weather-related incidents like floods.
When I was invited to join the Global
Commission on Adaptation, what really
attracted me to the role was the fact that
often adapting to climate change and the
resilience agenda has felt like the poor
relation to the transition to a low-carbon
economy. I felt that this was a huge
opportunity to really put the importance
of ensuring that communities, cities and
countries across the world are made resilient
to the physical risks of climate change at the
centre of what we do.
The first year will be focused on pulling
together global research and analysis. Led
by Ban Ki-moon, Bill Gates, and Kristalina
Georgieva, CEO of the World Bank, the
GCA will present an agenda for scaling up
adaptation ahead of the UN Climate Summit
in September. A key part of that will be looking
at finance resilience.
The second year will be all about action.
People need to start asking questions about
their organisations’ abilities to manage climate
change. Do they have the right skills on their
board to manage climate change? Are they
properly considering their environmental
impact? Are boards putting aside capital
expenditure for resilience measures to ensure
business continuity?
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“We should be
cheerleaders for
other people and
help give them
that confidence to
put their names
forward.”
Even in my most positive moments I
don’t pretend that green finance is now
mainstream, but I do think something is
beginning to take shape.
How important is international
partnership in ensuring the UK’s future
resilience against the impact of global
climate change?
I think this is absolutely key, particularly
in relation to the work the Environment
Agency does on flooding and coastal risk
management. Indeed, we recently launched
a draft Flood Strategy that seeks to change
the way we invest in flood management to
address climate change. We have also done
a lot of work into prolonged dry weather and
drought. Our Chief Executive Sir James Bevan
highlighted this at the Waterwise Conference
in London earlier this year. He warned that
within 20 to 25 years we could face a situation
where we won’t have enough water to supply
our needs.
It’s really so important that the environment
and climate change are seen as fundamental
to a healthy economy and the wellbeing of
individuals as opposed to an added extra.
I had the huge privilege of attending the
premier of the new Netflix documentary
series, ‘Our Planet’ recently, and I strongly
believe that whatever sector you work in there
needs to be a far greater recognition of the
importance of a healthy environment and that
doesn’t just relate to climate change but also
to the importance of nature and the natural
environment.
We have a lot to share internationally, and
also a lot to learn. Given the urgency, we
need to make sure we’re learning those
lessons very quickly by highlighting the work
that’s taking place in different parts of the
world and how the UK, both through the
Environment Agency and through other parts
of government such as the Department for
International Development and the Foreign
Office, is leading on climate change and
diplomacy. I think it’s really important that
we’re able to recognise the leadership and
expertise that the country already has. C

Emma Howard Boyd is the Chair of
the Environment Agency, an ex officio
board member of the Department for
Environment, Food & Rural Affairs, and
has recently been appointed as the UK
Commissioner to the Global Commission
on Adaptation.
Emma serves on a number of boards
and advisory committees which include
ShareAction, Menhaden Capital PLC, The
Prince’s Accounting for Sustainability
Project and the Green Finance Institute.
She has worked in financial services
for over 25 years, in corporate finance
and fund management. As Director
of Stewardship at Jupiter Asset
Management until July 2014, Emma was
integral to the development of their
expertise in the corporate governance
and sustainability fields.
Her previous board and advisory roles
include: Vice Chair of Future Cities
Catapult, a director of the Aldersgate
Group and Triodos Renewables PLC,
Chair of UKSIF (the UK Sustainable
Investment and Finance Association),
and a member of the Commission on
Environmental Markets and Economic
Performance and the Green Finance
Taskforce.
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LEADERSHIP SERVICES

DELIVERING ON THE
FRONT LINE IN A SEA
OF CHANGE
Saxton Bampfylde’s Leadership Services team works as an extension of
organisations across the UK to help them recruit and develop the very best
leadership talent. With the benefit of years of industry experience, Partner
and Consultant in the Leadership Services Practice Mike McManamon
explores the key considerations for public bodies looking to maximise skills
and ensure success.

W

hen we consider the qualities
of a good, or even great, leader
within public bodies we should
think first about two key areas:
what is a leader’s ultimate purpose and what
gets in the way of achieving it.
Leaders need to be clear on their purpose,
seek to understand the pressures and
drivers affecting those they represent and
serve, and remain resilient to criticism and
external pressures, while being open minded
to alternatives. They must aim to strike the
tricky balance of remaining firm and resolute,
whilst also knowing when to flex their position.
Leaders do not always need to be charismatic
champions, but at least clear, rational and
convincing communicators.
There are a number of areas that are vital
for leaders in the public sector to focus on to
ensure the success of their organisation.
EXTERNAL PRESSURES
Ensuring a level of independence and
autonomous authority in a supervisory
capacity on behalf of parliament is the
cornerstone of public bodies. However,
external pressures such as increased political
interference can be significant. Leaders need
to be clear on their organisation’s purpose
and remain resilient in the face of challenge
or criticism. There is also an ever-growing
need to be as open and transparent
as possible without compromising the
organisation’s integrity.
TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION
The emergence of new technologies and the
need to embrace them is unavoidable.
AI and machine-learning will make data
capture and interpretation much faster and
more reliable. In the meantime, however,
there is a requirement to be pragmatic about
current capacity around technology and
where ideas or initiatives may need to be
revisited in the future.
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CHANGING WORK FORCE
Leaders need to be tuned in to ensure
organisational culture is moving forward.
Failure to do so risks staff losses to
organisations able to offer better salaries or
more attractive benefits packages. If leaders
are disinclined to praise and celebrate
success, staff will not feel motivated and
rewarded so ultimately provide less value.
TRANSITIONING LEADERS
Leaders in this sector are often extremely
smart problem solvers. Those who have
risen up through the organisational ranks will
have done so often due to their exceptional
technical competence. Therefore, the
challenge is knowing how to transition from
technician to a leader. Often, new leaders
will no longer be required to be operational
in their focus, but instead required to work
through others to achieve a higher purpose.
This can be a challenge for many as they
progress into a leadership role.
TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERS
Some of the best leaders we see within the
sector are those who balance their passion
for what they do with a concern for those
who they work with. They create positive and
engaged cultures with committed followers,
freely expressing thoughts and concerns.
Additionally, they embrace diversity of thought
and are receptive to challenge whilst being
prepared to accept if they get it wrong. The
latter is a key trait, which should be nurtured
and encouraged in a leader.
KNOWING ONESELF
A good leader needs to be able to recognise
their own shortcomings, as well as the
limitations of their immediate team and how
they might need to complement each other.
This heightened level of self-awareness and
acceptance is an important first step. The
second is to ensure that those they surround
themselves with are clear on their roles and
responsibilities, as well as where they fit in

“Leaders need to
be clear on their
organisation’s
purpose and
remain resilient
in the face of
challenge or
criticism.”
to the bigger picture and that they have the
support and backing of their leader.
THE UNDERBELLY OF LEADERSHIP
Like all humans, leaders are subject to fears,
anxieties and perceived threats. For some,
this can manifest itself in a range of ways
and this needs to be managed to prevent a
negative bearing on them, their team, and the
organisation at large.
At Saxton Bampfylde, we work closely with
our client organisations, whether it be helping
to select the next leader with the right
behaviours and motivations, coaching leaders
to best succeed in their role, or supporting
leadership teams and boards to ensure they
deliver optimally. C
CONTACT US
If you are interested to hear more about
how we could work in partnership with
you and your organisation, please do
get in touch with Mike in our Leadership
Services team on
Mike.Mcmanamon@saxbam.com

IN THE NEWS

THE MAGIC OF MINISTRY
A first timer’s guide to the public
sector non-executive role

The expectations placed upon non-executive
directors (NEDs) in the UK’s public sector have
risen exponentially in recent years. Boards are
under ever increasing scrutiny and even nonexecutives face heightened levels of public
accountability, particularly when compared
with their private sector counterparts. The
decision to take on a non-executive director
role is therefore one that shouldn’t be
approached lightly.
In 2018, we published ‘The Ministry of Magic:
a first-timer’s guide to the public sector
non-executive role’, a research piece that
arose as a result of conversations with 30
non-executives and chairs from 25 different

regulatory and public sector organisations,
ranging from departments to agencies and
non-departmental public bodies.
Since it was published, we have had the
opportunity to welcome some of our
interviewees as well as individuals from across
the sector to a series of dinners held across
the UK intended to further our understanding
of what draws senior individuals to take
on non-executive roles with public sector
organisations and the challenges they face.
We are delighted to have welcomed so
many, both familiar faces and new, to join
us and discuss the huge benefits recruiting

those with outside experience can bring. We
have also been able to further explore the
elements that Chairs prioritise when looking
to recruit a new NED to their board, and their
experience of on-boarding those new to the
sector.
The full report can be downloaded from
our website, at
www.saxbam.com/publications.
We hope you find it thought provoking
and would welcome your feedback and
any additional insights you can share on
this topic. C
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IN THE NEWS / APPOINTMENTS

KEY APPOINTMENTS

Saxton Bampfylde and its global collagues around the world advise many governement leadership roles. We are
delighted to share with you a selection of some of the roles that we have been privileged to work on recently.

JO SHANMUGALINGAM

CRAIG WOODHOUSE

GWEN PARRY-JONES

BEIS
Director General Industrial
Strategy, Science &
Innovation

BEIS
Director of
Communications

Magnox
Chief Executive

Jo Shanmugalingam joins the Department
for Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy (BEIS) in July from the Ministry
of Defence, where she was Director,
Corporate Effectiveness.

Craig will join BEIS in July from Edelman
where he is currently a Senior Director.

Gwen Parry-Jones joins
Magnox following her role as Executive
Director of Operations Development at
Horizon Nuclear Power. Previously, Gwen
was Generation Development Director
and Safety and Assurance Director at EDF
Energy.

GIDEON HENDERSON

JEREMY HARRISON

MALCOLM WRIGHT

Defra
Chief Scientific Advisor

Nuclear Decommissioning
Authority
Director of Assurance

Chief Executive of NHS
Scotland, Director General
Health and Social Care for
the Scottish Government

Professor Gideon
Henderson has been appointed by
Defra to be the department’s new Chief
Scientific Adviser (CSA).
Professor Henderson, currently a
Professor of Earth Sciences at the
University of Oxford and until recently
its head of department, will join Defra in
October this year.
He will replace Sir Ian Boyd, who is
leaving Defra after seven years in the
post.

Jeremy Harrison joined NDA as Director
of Risk and Assurance in October 2018,
following 4 years at HS2 Ltd.
Previously Jeremy worked in the rail
industry for 25 years.
Jeremy has supported government
initiatives to improve risk management
across major projects. He is a
certified Fellow of the Institute of Risk
Management, a chartered member of
the Institute of Occupational Safety
and Health and past Chair of BSI Risk
Management Technical committee.

Malcolm Wright was appointed DirectorGeneral for Health and Social Care and
Chief Executive of NHSScotland in June
2019.
Malcolm previously held a range of NHS
Chief Executive appointments covering
Tayside, Grampian, NHS Education,
Dumfries and Galloway and Edinburgh
Sick Children’s NHS Trust.
Malcolm has spent his career in the
NHS, starting as an administrative
trainee with Lothian Health Board in
1975. He progressed through a range of
managerial and leadership positions.

SARAH MUNBY

LAWRIE HAYNES

ANNA RAWLINGS

BEIS
Director General Business
Sectors

Magnox
Chair

Commerce Commission NZ
Chair

Sarah Munby became Director General,
Business Sectors at the Department for
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
(BEIS) on 15 July 2019.
Before joining BEIS, Sarah worked at
Mckinsey, where she led their Strategy
and Corporate Finance practice in the UK
and Ireland.

Lawrie Haynes has been
appointed Chair at Magnox. Lawrie has
extensive experience in senior executive
and non-executive roles across a range of
major private sector companies and high
profile public sector organisations, with a
strong track record in the nuclear sector.
These include his roles as President of
Rolls-Royce Land and Sea Division, Chief
Executive of British Nuclear Group and
Non-Executive Director at Network Rail.

Anna Rawlings was
appointed Chair in June 2019, and has
been a Commissioner since June 2014.
She was previously a partner in the
dispute resolution division of Minter Ellison
Rudd Watts, where she specialised in
contentious and non-contentious aspects
of competition, regulatory and consumer
law.

TIM WHEELER

LISA PINNEY

KAREN HANGHØJ

UKRI
Director of International
Engagement

Coal Authority
Chief Executive

British Geological Survey
Chief Executive

UKRI has announced that Professor Tim
Wheeler has been appointed as Director
for International.
As Director for International, Professor
Wheeler will be responsible for
overseeing the development and
delivery of a collective UKRI International
strategy, ensuring alignment with the
UK government’s broader international
strategy for research and innovation.
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Craig Woodhouse has been appointed
as Director of Communications at the
Department for Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy (BEIS).

Lisa Pinney MBE joined the
Coal Authority as Chief Executive on 1
June 2018.
Lisa was previously at the Environment
Agency, most recently as the Director of
the West Midlands.
During her 21 year career at the
Environment Agency she led the
organisation’s sponsor relationship with
Department for Environment, Food &
Rural Affairs, and other government
departments including their 2013
Triennial Review.

The British Geological
Survey (BGS) has appointed its first
female director – materials innovation
leader Karen Hanghøj.
Currently chief executive of the European
Institute of Innovation and Technology’s
Raw Materials arm, Hanghøj will start
at the UK Government-funded earth
science expertise body on 13 October.

VIEW FROM THE RIVER: TEAM INSIGHT

VIEW FROM THE RIVER
TEAM INSIGHT

SOPHIE TREDINNICK
PARTNER AND HEAD OF CENTRAL
GOVERNMENT PRACTICE

PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
I joined Saxton Bampfylde last year having
spent over ten years working in the Civil
Service and in Parliament. Prior to Saxton
Bampfylde I had great fun working on electric
vehicle policy, on EU Exit, working with
Ministers and incredible Civil Servants and
increasing diversity in recruitment.
I joined Saxton Bampfylde to help grow the
pool of talent in the public sector having seen
first-hand how getting the right person into
the role can make such a difference for an
organisation.
RAINY DAY DREAMS
I’m not very good at doing nothing and
definitely haven’t mastered the art of relaxing.
I recently went on holiday to Madeira where
we had rather robust April showers. It didn’t
stop me from climbing the highest peak on
a wonderful 5 hour trek and we rewarded
ourselves with a very indulgent afternoon tea
to dry off afterwards!

Action for Children. We were ‘matched’ when
she was 12 and did different things together
every month for 6 years until the match came
to an end. Watching her come out of her shell,
hearing her story and becoming her friend
gave me a joy and pride I hadn’t felt before.
WHO – DEAD OR ALIVE – DO YOU VIEW
AS A PARTICULARLY INSPIRING LEADER,
AND WHY?
I was Chief of Staff to Clare Moriarty when she
was Defra Permanent Secretary. She acted
on a language of speaking about respect,
ensuring people were valued, heard and
nurtured. She taught me a lot about how as
a good leader it was okay to be vulnerable
at work, that it was important to bring your
whole self to work and that if you had a
disability or were in some way ‘different’ that
it was not just okay it was better than okay, it
was ‘normal’.

something for other people and the greater
good. Three words can’t do the sector or its
people justice.
WHAT WOULD YOU IDENTIFY AS THE
GREATEST CHALLENGE FACING LEADERS
IN THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR IN THE
NEXT TWO TO FIVE YEARS?
The Civil Service has had to change and
adapt in an unprecedented way to respond
to leaving the EU. I suspect that one of the
biggest challenges will be to harness the
learnings and potential from operating in
such intense circumstances but also to guide
people who joined the Civil Service during that
period through a more normal period and
teach them what the Civil Service looks like in
peace time. C

SECTOR VIEW – SUM UP YOUR SECTOR IN
THREE WORDS

TRUE PASSION

Brilliant, unpredictable and inspirational.

Looking after, developing and getting the best
out of people. Until last year I mentored a
young girl as an Independent Volunteer for

The people who work in the public sector
never cease to amaze me with their incredible
minds, diligence, sacrifice and love for doing

GET IN TOUCH WITH SOPHIE
sophie.tredinnick@saxbam.com
+44 (0)20 7227 0889
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9 SAVOY STREET
LONDON WC2E 7EG
+44 (0)20 7227 0800
46 MELVILLE STREET
EDINBURGH EH3 7HF
+44 (0)131 603 5700
www.saxbam.com
SAXTON BAMPFYLDE MISSION STATEMENT
We exist to change the world by changing leaders in
interesting and important organisations. At the same
time we aim to create an environment wherein all
members of our community can grow to their fullest
extent emotionally, intellectually and spiritually.
Saxton Bampfylde is an employee-owned business

GLOBAL GOVERNMENT PRACTICE
KEY CONTACTS
With over 200 consultants worldwide, our global partnership
brings together leadership experts across the commercial, public
and non-profit sectors. Our key consultants with a particularly
strong focus in the government sector include:

EUROPE

Jonathan Morgan
UK, Partner, Director of
Public Sector Practice

jonathan.morgan@saxbam.com

CANADA
Allison Rzen

Allison@pfmsearch.com

Patrick Kenniff

pkenniff@kenniffleadership.com

Sophie Tredinnick
UK, Partner, Head of
Central Government
Practice

NEW ZEALAND

Alex Richmond
UK, Partner

Richard Besley

sophie.tredinnick@saxbam.com

alex.richmond@saxbam.com

Anja Schelte
Germany

anja.schelte@delta-maco.de

Stephen Lacy

leavy@hobsonleavy.com

AUSTRALIA
richard.besley@cordinerking.
com.au

Sarah Magnell

Sarah.Magnell@cordinerking.
com.au

Anne Jeremiassen
Copenhagan
aj@mangaardpartners.com

Jari Grönroos
Finland
Jari.gronroos@mps.fi

Irma Simonkeviciene
Lithuania
Irma.simonkeviciene@mps.It

Fredrik von Schantz
Sweden

Fredik.vonschantz@mps.se

Saxton Bampfylde is a member of Panorama,
a global partnership of 21 leading independent
executive search firms around the world.
www.panoramasearch.com

